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Topics:

• Copyrightability
• Idea/Expression Distinction
• Section 102(b) of the Copyright Act



Who owns data and datasets?  A “Big Data” challenge



Biotechnology (inventions) (creations):  
Can “artistic” or “created” tissue be 
protected via copyright?  

E.g., GloFish; engineered DNA 
sequences.

Machines and technology: 

Fixation problems (does the work 
take a conventionally recognized 
tangible form?);

Originality problems (does the work 
have a conventionally recognized 
author?); or 

Idea/expression problems (does the 
new thing represented in the object 
belong to the land of patents rather 
than copyrights, or perhaps to the 
land of the public domain (patent 
and/or copyright)?



Can robot creations be protected 
via copyright?  

E.g., the output of Google 
Translate; “smart” art-creating AIs; 
“procedural generation” of visual 
art (CGI backgrounds, videogame 
things – settings, objects)

What helps (not a matter of legal 
doctrine; instead, this is a thinking 
style for © lawyers):  Consider a 
kind of “proximate cause” style of 
thinking.  A human set a chain of 
events in motion; was the human 
actor close enough to the end 
result to be said to have “caused” 
the specific creative expression?



In (incentives to produce, distribute, and claim rights):
“Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in 
original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of 
expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be 
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly 
or with the aid of a machine or device.” 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (2022)

Out (no incentives required, or incentives cause harm because of 
“over”claiming ©): 
“In no case does copyright protection for an original work of 
authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method 
of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form 
in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such 
work.”  17 U.S.C. § 102(b) (2022)

The structure of copyright law as a solution to certain free riding 
problems that cause underproduction of certain material:
The yin and yang of copyright coverage: what is in, what is out?



“In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, 
procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless 
of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work.” 

The public problem: Protecting certain works or features of works reduces access 
to material that has broad public benefits of various sorts (works that build on 
prior works; access to and distribution of knowledge), i.e, progress.

Practical considerations:
• The idea/expression distinction applies to whole works and also to parts of works.  

All works contain both idea(s) and expression(s).
• Accessing, copying, and otherwise using ideas and §102(b) material is perfectly 

acceptable (in legal terms) and even a good thing (in public policy terms).
• “This is an idea, not expression” (or the reverse) is usually a result of legal analysis, 

rather than the beginning of an artistic or creative judgment.
• Watch & learn how courts, lawyers blend (i) doctrinal ontology & metaphysics 

(“what is the true character of this object?”; “is this work ‘original’ & ‘authored’?”; 
does the work constitute ‘expression’?), (ii) background public policy 
considerations (“should a plaintiff or claimant be entitled to claim exclusive rights 
/ monopoly control over in this object?”; “do downstream users or second-comers 
have legitimate grounds for access to this work without seeking permission to use 
it or paying for it?”), and (iii) doctrinal flexibility (“is this rule the right rule for 
managing incentive/access considerations in this instance?”).  Also: stories!



Baker v. Selden (U.S. 1879): the classic idea v. expression precedent

Why does Selden lose?  What is the 
real holding of the case?

• No copyright in the “idea” of double-entry 
bookkeeping and Selden cannot copyright 
use of this system;
• Novel functional ideas may be patented, 
but Selden did not obtain a patent; the case 
describes the boundary between © and 
patent;
• No copyright in the forms, because the 
forms are necessary to use of the 
bookkeeping system (merger);
• Selden’s copyright would have included 
monopoly control of Selden’s system;  OR
• The forms can be copyrighted, but Baker 
did not copy the forms exactly.  Baker only 
copied (i.e., used) the system.



Bikram’s Yoga College of India v. Evolation Yoga, LLC (9th Cir. 2015)

Policy:  Is this a 102(a) choreographic work, or a 102(b) idea/system/process?  Nb. 
the court’s concerns about monopolization and access.



Doctrine/ policy: Do historians, biographers, and journalists produce stories (“literary” works 
of authorship) or collections of ideas and facts (uncopyrightable material)?  Why/why not?  

Corbello v. Valli (9th Cir. 2020)

The Four Seasons (the actual Jersey Boys):
Bob Gaudio, Tommy DeVito, Frankie Vallie, 
and Nick Massi



A practice problem, illustrating the policy concern:  Copyright in ideas (and facts) would 
impose costs on creativity and encourage unproductive races to claim ideas. 

(Single) uncopyrightable ideas 
(plots, characters, themes) 
often become (multiple) works 
of copyrightable expression 
(books, plays, movies).

New authors do not need to 
clear rights to “ideas” 
associated with others.

“Ideas” in quotation marks 
because © determines what is 
an idea and what is not



The initial idea, credited usually to Mendeleev, 1869/1871

Policy:  Copyright declares some things to be “ideas” (systems, processes, facts, 
etc.) if they are useful / valuable foundations for follow-on creativity.  Why? © must 
promote Constitutional “progress” & the public good.



Doctrine:  Copyright may declare something to be an “idea” (system, process, fact, 
etc.) rather than expression if the material is “too” general or abstract (delineation 
concerns), or “too” foundational/fundamental to later creativity (monopolization 
concerns), or “too” much like non-copyrightable material (e.g., functional s/m; 
patent eligibility and limitations should apply), or lacks clear “authorship” 
(incentive/motivation concerns)

The standard 
visual 

expression of 
the idea. Is it 

eligible for 
copyright?



Doctrine:  How would one prove infringement of an “idea”?  How would one trace the idea 
of “authorship” and “ownership” so that a prospective user could understand whether / how 
to clear rights?  When is “fair use” a better solution to this problem than 102(b)?

Are any elements 
of this image 
copyrightable?



Scerri, 1997

Are any elements 
of this image 
copyrightable?

http://www.gerstein.info/fun/alt-periodic-tbl.big.gif


Benfey

Are any elements 
of this image 
copyrightable?



Copyright Law:  The subject matter of copyright

Stewart

Are any elements 
of this image 
copyrightable?

http://meta-synthesis.com/webbook/35_pt/PT_Stewart.html


Policy:  Copyright declares some things to be “ideas” (systems, processes, facts, 
etc.) if they are useful / valuable foundations for follow-on creativity: © must 
promote Constitutional “progress” & the public good

“The Elements” (set to a 
possibly recognizable 
(and public domain) 
tune)

Are any elements 
of this musical 
composition 
copyrightable?



© scope as a range: no ©, or “thin” copyright [protection only against literal 
copying], or “full” copyright [protection also against ‘substantially similar’ copies]?
Idea/expression questions, like fair use, as comparative: what’s the context?

Folkens, Two Tursiops Truncatus a/k/aTwo Dolphins Wyland, Life in the Living Sea

Folkens v. Wyland Worldwide LLC (9th Cir. 2018)



V.

• Adventures in space  (© covers the ST idea, 
so infringement follows / SW must clear the 
rights)

• Democratic society fighting authoritarian 
forces (The Empire (SW); Romulans/ 
Klingons (ST)); human v. machine subtext 
(?))

Idea

Expression

• Rebels v. the establishment and Oedipal 
subtext (SW); Democracy/ humanism v. 
Communism, and civil rights subtext (ST) 
(ST = expression = can be covered by ©, 
but no appropriation by SW, so no 
infringement / SW need not clear rights)

What is an idea (fact, system, process, etc.)?  Determined in part by (i) understanding 
patterns of generality and the roles of genre & author / reader / listener / viewer 
expectations; and (ii) understanding the (possible) necessity of permissions and clearances.



V.

• Adventures in space  (© covers the SW idea, 
so infringement follows / BG must clear the 
rights)

• Democratic society fighting authoritarian 
forces (The Empire (SW); Cylons (BG); 
human v. machine subtext (?))

• Rebels v. the establishment and Oedipal 
subtext (SW); Democracy/ humanism v. 
religious fanaticism (BG)
(SW = expression = can be covered by ©, 
but no appropriation by BG, so no 
infringement / BG need not clear rights)

What is an idea (fact, system, process, etc.)?  Determined in part by (i) understanding 
patterns of generality and the roles of genre & author / reader / listener / viewer 
expectations; and (ii) understanding the (possible) necessity of permissions and clearances.

Idea

Expression



V.

Idea

Expression

The real case: Summary judgment for the deft 
(BG) reversed on appeal; factual questions 
exist re:
• A war between “the galaxy’s democratic 

and totalitarian forces,” in alternating 
sequences between the two camps, then 
an air attack on the totalitarian 
headquarters, and an awards ceremony;

• A friendly robot who is severely injured or 
destroyed by the totalitarian forces;

• A romance between the hero’s friend (a 
cynical fighter pilot) and the daughter of a 
leader of the democratic forces;

• The destruction of “an entire planet, 
central to the democratic forces;”

• A scene in a cantina or casino with music 
played by “bizarre, non-human creatures”; 

• Space vehicles, although futuristic, are 
made to look used and old

• Should BG have cleared the rights?

What is an idea (fact, system, process, etc.)?  Determined in part by (i) understanding 
patterns of generality and the roles of genre & author / reader / listener / viewer 
expectations; and (ii) understanding the (possible) necessity of permissions and clearances.



Beyond literature, visual art, science and nature: The especially complex problem of 
“idea” and “expression” in popular music. 



Accuser: 
Got to Give It Up 
(Marvin Gaye, © 1977)

Blurred Lines 
(Pharrell Williams, T.I., & 
Robin Thicke (?))

Remember: Marvin Gaye is amazing, underappreciated, an emblem of 
victimization by appropriation (and dead). Pharrell Williams is amazing, 
celebrated, a creative (appropriator) (but alive).  Robin Thicke is (awful?).



Led Zeppelin, 
Stairway to Heaven  (1971)

Accused by Spirit 
(song: Taurus) (1968)

Remember: Jimmy Page is (a living legend and a musical genius) (a heroin-
abusing rock star who unapologetically appropriated blues riffs from American 
musicians, though not as cleverly at Mick Jagger and Keith Richards did).



American Dental Ass’n v. Delta Dental Plans Ass’n (7th Cir. 1997)

Is this a copyrightable taxonomy, or a list of uncopyrightable facts?  Why?



Can robot creations be protected 
via copyright?  Do the robots 
“copy” protected works

E.g., the output of Google 
Translate; “smart” art-creating AIs; 
“procedural generation” of visual 
art (CGI backgrounds, videogame 
things – settings, objects)

What helps (not a matter of legal 
doctrine; instead, this is a thinking 
style for © lawyers):  Consider a 
kind of “proximate cause” style of 
thinking.  A human set a chain of 
events in motion; was the human 
actor close enough to the end 
result to be said to have “caused” 
the specific creative expression?

Hint: How do “creative” robots 
[Ais] work?




